Unseen Campaign Guide
“It’s not about knowing what to say…it’s about being there.”
Owen to Alexander, Unseen
“The deepest fear we have, 'the fear beneath all fears,' is the fear of not measuring up, the fear of
judgment. It's this fear that creates the stress and depression of everyday life.” — Tullian Tchividjian
Unseen is a story of hope in the midst of a world full of pain and confusion. Those who struggle with
depression often feel as if they are covered by a dark cloud without the ability to ever find their way out.
The idea of a light to show the way out of this dark cloud seems a million miles away and these
tormented souls feel the utter inability to believe the sun will shine tomorrow. To feed your feelings of
hope and gratitude and simply “fix what you can today” is a welcomed reminder to the millions that
struggle with depression and diminished self-worth. Mental health and depression isn’t an issue for
someone else to worry about, it’s a cultural issue that touches everyone. The Center for Discovery states
that 20% of all teens experience depression before adulthood and that it is the third leading cause of
death among teens. It’s time to take action now by intentionally creating a platform where this difficult
yet necessary subject can be discussed and opportunities for support and hope can be presented to show
there is another way to cope with the very real issues of depression and hopelessness people are facing.
A church-wide campaign leveraging the impact of Unseen will provide opportunities to enhance your
church’s effort to offer hope and speak truth about depression. The powerful story in this short film will
provide a better understanding of how depression can swallow a person and equip them with practical
tools and resources to engage in a conversation that leads to hope and faith.
As a planning team, you are encouraged to go where you can make the most difference. Customize a
church campaign experience that will foster the most growth, engage the most people, break down the
highest walls, and seek the highest expression of God’s glory.

“When you get into a tight place and everything goes against you, till it seems as though you could not
hang on a minute longer, never give up then, for that is just the place and time that the tide will turn.” —
Harriet Beecher Stowe
Jesus spoke to the people once more and said, “I am the light of the world. If you follow
me, you won’t have to walk in darkness, because you will have the light that leads to
life.” — John 8:12

WHY MOVIES MATTER IN MINISTRY—THE POWER OF STORY
“Every human being is of great significance to God, but those whom God has drawn to believe in him
are center stage in a drama of cosmic proportions.” — John Eldredge
Life doesn’t exist as a list of propositions, rather it is a series of dramatic scenes full of unexpected
twists and turns. As Eugene Peterson said, “We live in narrative, we live in story. Existence has a story
shape to it. We have a beginning and an end, we have a plot, we have characters.” Simply put, story is
the language of the heart. When God speaks about our innermost being, He’s referring to that place
where the mental, emotional, and spiritual all collide to become our soul. And our souls do not speak
the language of mathematical formulas or propositional truths of theology, they speak the scenes and
emotions of story. How excited are you to read a textbook on trigonometry? How about to go see a
movie you’ve been waiting to release? Why is our enthusiasm so different? Because movies share the
language of our heart.
There’s a reason Jesus told parables during His ministry on earth. Stories capture our imaginations,
engage our emotions, and plant themselves permanently in our hearts and minds. Film harnesses the
power of story, sight, and sound to reach people—especially young people—that other ministry
resources may not. Because sometimes talking just isn’t enough. Sometimes we need to see and hear
and walk in someone else’s shoes to find our eyes opened and our hearts shifted to new
understanding. Movies can take us on that journey. When harnessed for good, they can guide us
through their stories to God’s ultimate story.
If the telling of a story can evoke a reaction, that’s one thing. If the reaction results in positive action,
that is an entirely different level. If the question posed is why movies matter in ministry, there lays the
answer. Ministry means life change. Stories both promote life change and provide evidence of it.
Movies matter because they can creatively tell stories that do just that, prompt life-changing
responses from viewers.
Welcome to the power of story. The following pages of the Unseen Campaign Guide will walk you
step-by-step through the process of Planning, Promoting, Hosting and Following Up on this event. You
have chosen to take your church and community on a journey toward the healing power of God’s love.
For some it will be an impactful reminder or an opportunity to serve in an exciting new way—for
others, it will be a first-time, life-changing encounter.
Are you ready to offer hope? May God bless your efforts in ways only He can.
“I have told you these things, so that in me you may have peace. In this world you will have trouble.
But take heart! I have overcome the world.” — John 16:33
“There are two ways to live your life. One is as though nothing is a miracle. The other is as though
everything is a miracle.” — Albert Einstein

“But I know, somehow, that only when it is dark enough can you see the stars.”
― Martin Luther King, Jr.
The launching point for your Unseen event is this Campaign Guide, designed to help you maximize the
impact of this short film in your church and community. It will guide you through four phases involved
in preparing for a Movie Event: PLAN, PROMOTE, HOST and FOLLOW UP.
PLAN
Think ahead. Recruit help. Accomplish significant goals. And make an eternal impact.
Establish a vision. Think BIG! What would you like to see God accomplish through Unseen in your
church and community? How will you customize it to incorporate your church’s mission, objectives and
values? Visual story has the power to open hearts and minds—and prepare them for powerful life
change.
1. Set an appropriate budget. Remember to include refreshments, visitor gifts, decorations, and
promotion.
2. Get your leaders involved. Provide an advance showing for leaders and volunteers to grow
their compassion for this topic and commitment for the event. Brainstorm together to plan and
promote your outreach. Equip and empower them to use this Unseen event as a way to reach their
friends and neighbors. And don’t forget your youth group—the subject matter of Unseen is targeted to
high school and college-aged students and their families. Reach out to everyone in the youth/student
ministry team.
3. Target your audience. Who in your community is most likely to relate to the film’s themes?
Who is most likely to attend? Consider Unseen’s themes and your various ministries. Keep in mind
groups such as teens, tweens, young adults, families, military families, those facing adversity or in
need of renewed hope or inspiration.
4. Engage parents and families. Schedules are hectic and parents are challenged to find ways to
spend time with their children, especially teenagers. Enlist your church’s families as a way to serve and
minister together and reach other families in your community. Teens especially love movies—this is
the perfect way to present a topic like suicide that is difficult to talk about.
5. Partner with others. Team up with other churches, ministries, and local organizations to
maximize outreach and build community. Which ones around you are connected to mental health and
suicide prevention? Build partnerships to plan and host, share costs, sponsor the event, loan
equipment, and spread the word. Offer to distribute the groups’ materials at the event.
6. Schedule the date. Consider the daily routines and typical behavior of your target audience
and choose a date with the least amount of conflicts, perhaps the day and time of your normal
meetings. Consider two showings on consecutive nights or an early matinee. It requires more effort
but could increase attendance significantly.
7. Location, location, location! Where will you host your Unseen event? Holding the event at
your church encourages visitors to casually explore your campus and meet your members with no
expectations—they might even feel comfortable enough to attend a Sunday morning service later! If
your church facilities cannot provide the environment you’ll need, consider renting a community
center, other public gathering site or a local theater. And make sure to provide a clear connection to
your church (i.e., have volunteers wear badges or shirts with your church’s logo, or offer flyers that
include your service times and directions to your campus).

8. Ask for help. Don’t do all the work yourself! Share your vision with others and ask them to
volunteer to help you make the event happen. Consider recruiting gifted people for the following
positions:
• Event Planner: A person who enjoys details and timelines, perhaps with a gift for administration, who
will oversee the particulars of the event.
• Networker: An outgoing people-person who will recruit volunteers, initiate partnerships with other
organizations, and spearhead the congregation’s effort to invite their friends and family.
• Technician: A patient, technically-minded troubleshooter who will test and operate the audio/visual
equipment during the event.
• Prayer Team: Several dedicated believers who will commit to pray that the event would touch lives
and change hearts. Ask them to keep the planning team in their prayers as well.
• Event Host/Emcee: An outgoing person who will open the event, welcome visitors, introduce Unseen,
give follow-up announcements, and answer questions as needed.
• Greeters: Warm, welcoming folks who enjoy meeting new people and have a good knowledge of your
church and the purpose of showing Unseen.
• Discussion Leaders: People who enjoy facilitating spiritual conversations and will be available after the
event for attendees with questions about the Unseen’s themes. Depending on how you decide to
follow up, these volunteers may also lead discussion groups afterwards or host a follow-up small group
on themes from the short film.
• Other Volunteers: Flexible individuals to help with facilities, setup/teardown, refreshment service,
parking, etc. Ask volunteers well in advance of the event to show respect for their time and to aid in
planning. Idea: Consider showing Unseen to your volunteers before your event to help them catch the
vision and allow them to focus on serving during the event itself.
9. Create an agenda. Give volunteers a timeline so they know what to expect. Include welcoming
comments, announcements, pre-show entertainment and games, movie showing, closing comments,
Q&A or discussion time, post-show activities, etc. Include technical requirements, and clarify all
transitions between elements.
Ideas:
• Project a looping PowerPoint presentation as attendees arrive to promote your group meetings,
activities, or small groups.
• Will you host other movie events in the future? Show trailers.
• Will your emcee need a script? Develop at least talking points and give it to him/her ahead of time.
• Include plenty of time for all post-movie discussions and activities.
10. Serve refreshments. Create a movie theater environment with typical theater fare, such as
popcorn, sodas and candy. Or encourage mingling and fellowship over a simple meal before the event.
11. Plan for follow-up. An Unseen event allows visitors to feel comfortable in your church, and,
most importantly, it creates opportunities for dialogue about important topics like depression, hope,
healing, forgiveness, faith and purpose, and suicide. You can help attendees process their thoughts and
observations in these ways and more:
• Place an Unseen Discussion Card on each chair before guests arrive, so they can have this as they view
the film. These can be found on the Resources tab at UnseenFilm.org.
• Hold a post-movie Q&A session hosted by your emcee.

• Offer discussion groups at the end of the showing to discuss themes from the movie using the Unseen
Discussion Cards. You’ll need a few group leaders to lead the groups. Discussion Cards are available to
download on the Resources tab at UnseenFilm.org.
• Make sure if there are any individuals that share about having thoughts or making plans to harm
themselves, they are connected with someone who can provide immediate help. Provide the
Discussion Guide with next steps to all volunteers and Discussion Leaders. This Guide can also be
downloaded at UnseenFilm.org.
12. More ideas to get you going.
• Door prizes are a great way to encourage people to come to the event. They also help you collect
contact information for visitor follow-up.
• Invite local Christian ministries that focus on suicide prevention and mental health to display and
promote their ministry during the event in exchange for their participation and promotion.
• Have resources available related to Unseen’s themes or the issues it might raise, for example grief,
counseling, depression and anxiety, support groups, etc. Better yet, include a local representative from
any applicable ministry.
“When we love, we always strive to become better than we are. When we strive to become better than we
are, everything around us becomes better too.” ― Paulo Coelho
But those who hope in the Lord
will renew their strength.
They will soar on wings like eagles;
they will run and not grow weary,
they will walk and not be faint.
― Isaiah 40:31
“Every day may not be good… but there is something good in every day.” — Alice Morse Earl
Come to me, all you who are weary and burdened, and I will give you rest. — Matthew 11:28
PROMOTE
Creativity is the key to spreading the word and making a visible presence. Use the valuable resources at
your fingertips.
1. Start early! Begin promoting three to four weeks before the event. Get the church on board.
Spread the need for this event churchwide. Personally recruit outgoing members, leaders, and key
influencers who will understand your vision and actively support the Unseen event. Create Bulletin Inserts
using the downloadable poster online and place them in your weekly bulletins in the weeks leading up to
the event. Ask the pastor to announce the event from the pulpit and show the trailer during church
services and other ministry events. Make sure the announcements explain the significant outreach
potential and encourage church-wide participation.
2. Build interest. Hang a banner or other sign on the church building inviting the public to attend the
Unseen event (many churches report that this is an effective way to get people from the local community
to their event).
3. Provide incentives. Announce any refreshments, door prizes or follow-up discussion groups in
your promotional materials—it will help create interest!

4. Encourage personal invitations. Word-of-mouth is the most effective way to get people to your
event. Encourage and empower your members to invite friends, family and co-workers. Equip them
with Invite Cards and Bulletin Inserts. Churches report that Invite Cards are one of the most effective
tools they’ve used.
5. Get online. Place a banner on your church’s home page and create a Web page about Unseen.
Be sure to include the movie trailer to build interest and the date and location.
6. Send email announcements to your church list. Link to the movie trailer and event details on
your website.
7. Maximize social networks. Announce it on your Facebook page, create a Facebook event, and
ask each member to invite five of their friends to come. Use other networks such as Twitter, Instagram,
and Snapchat as applicable.
8. Tweet and text. Send announcements through your church’s or volunteers’ personal Twitter
feeds.
9. Put up promotional posters—in local businesses, bookstores, grocery stores, coffee shops,
apartment buildings, community bulletin boards and other public places where your target audience
shops, works and plays. (Posters are available at UnseenFilm.org)
10. Post on community calendars. Contact newspapers, TV and radio stations, local magazines,
mail-out coupon providers, recreation centers or clubs—anyone who posts a calendar of local events.
11. Get on the air and in print. Ask local radio stations and newspapers to sponsor and promote
your Unseen event. Develop a press release for local news outlets.
12. Be creative. Try these ideas to guide your group’s vision or public promotions.
• Unleash your teens. Students love movies, and inviting their friends to a Movie Event is a
non-threatening way to reach out. Encourage youth group involvement and challenge teens
to spread the word through their social networks and digital devices.
• Each one bring one. Challenge every church member to bring at least one friend. Offer prizes
for those who bring the most visitors.
• Spread the trailer. A picture is worth a thousand words. Post it. Email it to friends and
neighbors. Show it often.
Not only so, but we also glory in our sufferings, because we know that suffering produces perseverance;
perseverance, character; and character, hope. — Romans 5:3-4
When one door closes, another opens. But we often look so regretfully upon the closed door that we
don’t see the one that has opened for us.” — Alexander Graham Bell

HOST
Set a fun and welcoming atmosphere to help visitors feel comfortable and eager to come back and
engage in follow-up activities.
1. Pray with your team.
2. Get ready! Position greeters inside and outside the facility to help direct visitors and answer
questions. Communicate that connecting with visitors and creating a warm environment is a top
priority. Put directional signage outside to help people find the location quickly. Make sure restrooms
are open, clean, and clearly marked.
3. Get set! Check that all microphones and technical equipment are operational and ready.
Confirm that all volunteers and other participants are in place and equipped.
ACTION! Stick to your agenda but be flexible. Begin on time. Welcome everyone warmly and quickly
explain what the audience can expect (e.g., film length, refreshment access, giveaways, any special
speakers, discussion session afterward, etc.). Position greeters with flashlights to assist those who
must leave the dark room during the showing. Watch during the event for those who become sensitive
to God’s movement in their hearts.
4. Keep things energetic. While Unseen covers a serious topic, it doesn’t have to be grave. Keep
the energy level high and the atmosphere friendly. Try these ideas:
Play a game before the show. Movie trivia can be easily engaging for all. You may even project
questions onto the screen like a movie theater does. Just include them in your looping PowerPoint
show.
Make a mini concert. Give your youth group band or worship team the stage to play background music
for those arriving early.
5. Roll the credits. During the end credits, have the emcee or another volunteer lead Q&A
discussion or direct participants to smaller groups to share their questions and insights. Offer a quick
invitation to come to a Sunday service or join a follow-up study related to the film. Keep it short, or
people will get restless.
6. Collect feedback. Ask for feedback from attendees. Door prizes are a fun, non-threatening way
to encourage people to come to the event and to collect contact information to facilitate your visitor
follow-up!

“Desire is the energy of creation that gives life through all of us. It’s that cry at the core of our being
that screams ‘I want to live!’ Every created thing shares this desire, and every living thing wants to
move toward that which gives it life.” — Sage Hill Institute
You are my refuge and my shield;
I have put my hope in your word.
— Psalm 119:114
“Our real blessings often appear to us in the shape of pains, losses and disappointments; but let us have
patience and we soon shall see them in their proper figures.” ― Joseph Addison

FOLLOW UP
This is what an Unseen event is all about: reaching out, building relationships, and setting the stage
for individuals and families to encounter Christ’s true hope and healing.
1. Discuss the movie. Unseen will likely bring up spiritual questions and issues in the minds of
those who attend. To make the most of this growth and connection opportunity, host a short
discussion group immediately following the event, using the Discussion Cards provided at
UnseenFilm.org. If you cannot host a discussion group right after the showing, give out copies of
the Discussion Cards and Discussion Guide to help people process the film’s themes.
2. Plan a follow-up study. As people connect in groups discussing the themes of Unseen, be
intentional about creating opportunities for ongoing discussion. Offer for the groups to continue
meeting using other discussion guides that are relevant to the demographic and spiritual maturity
of each group.
3. Continue the ministry. Consider using your Unseen event to kick off a new ministry for
reaching out and supporting those in your community who struggle with depression and anxiety.
Students, parents, teens, military? Look for a need your church body can meet in a new way.
4. Thank your team! Send personal notes to all those who served and participated in the
event. Remember your outside partners and church’s leadership team.
5. Thank your visitors! Call visitors who provided contact information. Thank them warmly for
attending and ask them about their experience. Remind them of the ministry resources available at
your church relating to the themes in the film. Tell them about upcoming events and offer to
answer any questions about your church. Leave
your contact number if they think of other questions or comments.

“I don't fear death so much as I fear its prologues: loneliness, decrepitude, pain, debilitation,
depression, senility. After a few years of those, I imagine death presents like a holiday at the beach.”
— Mary Roach
Why, my soul, are you downcast?
Why so disturbed within me?
Put your hope in God,
for I will yet praise him,
my Savior and my God.
— Psalm 42:11

